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$ilUil Ul0ll ilicia lmys, ltaty Perry
MD: Do you get specific requests from artists and producers in terms

of what gear they'd like you to use?

Steven: Some artists and producers are really anal about that, and

some really don't care. Alicia Keys is a vintage-gear nut. She has her

ov,n studio, and she's constantly picking up vintage kits and snares

and cymbals. But most artists I work with aren't that informed about

drum sounds. Maybe the producer is hiring me because they saw my

name on a certain record and they want that sound. I'11 have to explain

that on a lot of records now, the mix engineers use SoundReplacer. The

kick and snare you're hearing aren't necessarily just my kick and snare'

There are samples that certain engineers use on eveqrthing.

MD: Do you think it's important for a drummer to be well versed in all

of those sampling options, like SoundReplacer, along with all the out-

board gear that can enhance drum sounds?

Steven: Not necessarily. You're getting hired as a drummer, not a

drummer-slash-engineer. I honestly never paid attention to that side of

things until I started producing myself'

MD: \.&lhat about the tech stuff pertaining to the drums in the room,

like mics and mic placement?

Steven: It definitely can't hurt. But that's one area where I just let the

engineers do what they want. I would say that on your list of what you

should be familiar with, mic choices and placement should be below

knowing what drums to use and how to get a good sound out of them.

Generally, unless it's your own studio, you're not going to have to know

that stuff.
MD: You work in a world where your drums are often comped and

moved, or sampled. Is it important for a drummer playing on those
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How important is it to
develop your own sound
as opposed to exploring
different possibilities for
different recordings?
I think exploring different
possibilities will lead you to
your sound. Before captur-
ing your playing, you do a
lot of exploring and devel-
oping your playing style.

You have to have a starting
point, and that comes with experimenting.

I think the most important thing to remember
when you're recording is that ultimately you have to
commit to a sound. You could spend forever going

over every possible option and wind up nowhere. It's

important to have a rough outline to follow and stick

to it.

Do you have certain go-to gear and tuning
approaches in the studio, or is every new record-
ing a matter of starting from scratch?
I definitely have particular gear and studios that I

have gone to for sessions in the past: certain mics,

kick drums, snares, compressors, rooms, recording
medium-Pro Tools or tape!-consoles, etc. All these

choices give me familiarity and a great starting point,

because I know they've worked for me before in

many different situations.
As I learn more, though, l'm more open to experi-

menting. I like to try different kits, different snares,

cymbals, drum rooms, mics, mic techniques, outboard
gear, tunings, head combinations, stick sizes, different

tips on the sticks...the list goes on. lt's been interest-

ing to check out different gear and see what it sounds

like compared to what l'm used to using.

l've really been into how things sound and the infi-

nite ways you can go about capturing them. From

experience I know exactly what drums, cymbals, etc',

I need to use on particular tracks, and I usually do

those tracks first. On the second batch of songs that
require some experimenting, l'll keep the basic con-

figuration of the kit that I had with the first batch,

but l'll slowly replace and interchange components-
for instance, l'll use smaller snares, swap out coated

for clear heads, try different-size toms and thinner
cymbals-until I feel the vibe is where I want it and

it's complementing the song.

It's also very important for me to never compro-

mise my facility around the kit. I always need to feel

comfortable and confident while tracking.
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types of sessions to hit with consistency-same volume,

same spot on the drum everY time?

Steven: Yeah, consistency is definitely important for any-

thing that's in the pop-rock realm. As someone r,r'ho's spent

plenty of time editing drum takes in front of Pro Tools, it's

nice to iust have a consistent backbeat and not have every

snare hit sound different. lf you're making a comp from dif-

f'erent takes and you find this great fill, you want it at a vol-

ume and dynamic consistent with the rest of the track.

MD: \Alhen you're getting your sound together on a sessiot.t,

what are you listening for to make sure it's working with the

rest of the ensemble?

Steven: Generally I'11 just go fbr a good sound in the room.

Sometimes I'll tune the drums to the key of the song-there
aren't that many notes you can do. Usually I'll go for a root

or a fifth-something that's going to sit well with everything

else, especially if it's a really ringy snare ol something where

the toms are the main part of the groove. I'll tune them so

you don't have a ring that's a constant harmonic clashing

rvith everything else in the track.

$Uutll fil$I[R laniel lanois, Enarls Barlrley
MD: Your credits run the gamut from things that are kind of

roomy and sparse to records that are more produced. What

drums do you use to cover such a broad range of styles?

Steven: DW iust made me an amazing Jazz series kit. I tune it
like a Gretsch kit-wide open, coated heads top and bottom,

ringing for days. I also have a '50s Gretscl.t kit that I tune way

low. Those are the two kits I'll bring with me, and it's basi-

cally all covered. For snare drums I have two Ludwigs, both

from the '60s-a Supra-Phonic and a 5"-deep Acrolite. You

can't go wlong with those. It's like a P-Bass fbr drums. I'11

have the Acrolite tuned medium and slightly open. I'll have

the Supra-Phonic way dead, with a towel or wadded-up tape

on it, just mush. DW also made me a 5lr2x15 Super Solid.

It's like a shotgun. lt can do anything. That's really my go-to.

Between that and the two Ludwigs, I've got it covered. You

rcaIIy can get what a producer or artist wants with two

snate drums.
MD: \\4rat cymbals do you suggest for covering a wide

palette?

Steven: Even if I didn't endorse thetn, I would say lstanbul

Agop. They make such an incredible variety of cymbals. I've

been into really small cymbals lately. I'm using more 16"

and lB" cymbals, and they make you wolk for it. In the stu-

dio with small cymbals you have to know what you're going

for and what you're dealing with. If it's a hear'y rock song

andyou're using I6" crashes, youjust hit them hald. If
you're doing something that's a little more sensitive, like a

T Bone Burnett kind of vibe, and you're riding on a 16"

crash, you have to have your toucl-r together. And you have

to think: If there's a compressor hitting it, how hard is it hit-
ting it? You have to know when that cymbal is just going to

belike whooooosh in the final mix.

i've definitely learned that the softer you hit cymbals, the

more work you'll get in the long run. And the quieter you

play the cymbals, the bigger the drums sound. That's kind of

the secret. Having that balance between hitting the cymbal

softly and getting a good, solid tone out of the drums will get

you work, and people will say, "Wow, you sound lealiy
good." Actually, "That kit sounds really good" is usually what

they'll say. llaughs]
MD: Are there specific elements of a perfbrmer's style that

affect the gear and tuning choices vou make?

Steven: I'm tempted to say no. I would like to say that it's all

about trying to flnd what's right for the song, and you read a

lot about that, but I don't think it's true in an obvious way.

What happens is that I'm either at Lanois' place or some-

where else, and I've got a snare sitting up there just because

it was the first one that came out of the bag or whatever and

we just start jamming. Ninety percent of the time, that's

what ends up going to tape. To me it's more about the actual

feeling in the room.
Now, there are producers who are very demanding or spe-

cific about what kind of sound they rvant. When I'm in those

situations, those decisions have already been made for me.

And so it doesn't matter how the guitar affects n-re ernotion-

aily. Whether you agree with it or not, they have the idea of

the final picture in their head. At that point I put it in their

hands and say, "How about this snare? How about this one?"

I'm just as happy to do that too.

MD: Listening to the records vou've played on, particularly

the stuff with Daniel Lanois, it sounds as though having just
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the right touch on the kit is something you strive for.

Steven: It definitely comes down to touch. If you're hitting the

cymbal as loud as you're hitting the snare drum, it's Soing to

sound arru{ul. And the nice thing about touch is that anpvhere

you go, any kit you sit dornn behind, it goes with you. You

don't have to check it as baggage. It's what you have, and, in
the end, it's what you'll be hired for as a professional. All the

good guys have it. It's more otfiof aiazz tradition. Rut now

more rock and pop guys know that, because you see a guy like

Matt Chamberlain or Jay Bellerose-those guys know how to

hit a drum.

JIY BI11lR0$l I Bone Burnett, Plant/Krauss
MD: Typically on a recording session the kit sound is built

around the kick, snare, and hi-hat. Butyour sound often

seems as though it's built around the kick and eve4.thing

else-hand percussion and towels over drums are an integral

part ofyour sound.

Iay: Yeah, that's another way to darken the sound. I'm working

with people who let me do that. I love really murky, dark'

warm-sounding drums. And an important thing is trusting and

knowing the engineer. I'm working with great engineers. Ryan

Freeland, who works with Joe Henry, and T Bone's engineer,

Mike Piersante-those guys really have my back' I can go as far

as I want to go. And if I go too far, they'li tell me if it's not

translating. There's a great communication going on with

those guys. That's a huge part of my sound.

MD: Using the Rolling Bomber drums with calfskin heads in
the studio, do you have to piay them with more sensitivity

than you would a newer kit with regular coated heads?

Jay: I have the same kind of touch on all drums. I don't play

that hard. Calf heads can be a little more delicate. Maybe I

have the tendency to play a little lighter on calf heads' With

these drums, the quieter you play them, the better and the big-

ger they sound. That's another thing that working in the studio

with T Bone reinforced for me. He really loves when you play

soft. On the Robert Plant/Alison Krauss tecord lRaising Sandl I

was playing really light. They encouraged it.

VVhen I would go into the control room to listen back, they'd

turn the drums up. Instead of hitting hard and the notes get-

ting more compressed and smaller, it was the opposite. You'd

hit softer, and they'd turn the gain up. It'd sound like a million
bucks. You really get the true tone and roundness of the

instrument. It's all touch with those beautiful old instruments.

Violins, mandolins-when you let the mic do the work, that's

when the sound is really gonna happen.

MD: Beyond sticks, what do you use to draw such funky

sounds out of the drums?

Iay: I use my hands a lot, and I try to do as much as I can in the

initial pass with tambourines and shakers. Sometimes I'll play

with a stick or tambourine in one hand and I'11 use my fingers

on a drum with the other hand. I do a lot of that kind of stuff.

As far as sticks and brushes go, it just depends on what I'm
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hearing and what's going to support

and translate in the track. That

could be anyhing. It could be knit-
ting needles-whatever is Soing to

hetp pull out the right tone and sit

in the track the right way.

MD: \i\rhat would you suggest to a

drummer who wants to capiure

your sonic essence in the studio?

Iay: I would say there's more to it
than just me and my gear. I have a

lot of he1p. I have the right musi-

cians around me, and I'm reacting

to lhat. And I have the right engi-

neers. It's like, "How do we get the

Motown sound?" You don't any-

more. It doesn't exist. The room is

gone, the players are gone, that
time is gone. You get it when You
listen to it on records. Now, I could

give someone a list of what I'm
using. But the beaury of it is, if they

tried to use all that, it would come

out a different way. I'm a Piece of

the puzzle. There are a lot of other

characters involved.

STEVEN WOLF
Select discography: Alicia

Keys,The Element Of Freedom;

Avril Lavigne, The Best Damn

Thing;Katy Perry, One OfThe

Eoys; Leona Lewis,Spirlt; Daniel

Merriweather, Love & Wor

Sound advice: "lf you know what You're
doing tuning-wise, you can cover pretty much

anything they're going to ask for with two
snare drums. A good 61 t rxl 4 Supra-Phonic

and a piccolo should do it."

STEVEN NISTOR
Select discography: Danger

Mouse/Sparkleh orse, Dark

NightOf TheSoul; Daniel Lanois,

Here lsWhot ls; Gnarls Barkley,

The Odd Couple; Martina Topley

Bird, The Blue God; Sparks, The Seduction Of

lngmor Bergman
Sound advice: "For a drummer in a band,

it's very important to make sure you're happy
with the sound. For studio drummers, I say

this lovingly, but it's almost none of your

business. As a professionai, you have to
know your place."

JAY BELLEROSE

Select discography: Joe

Henry,Tiny Voices; T Bone

Burnett, TheTrue False ldentity;

Robert Plant & Alison Krauss,

Roising Sand: Allen Toussaint,

The Bright Mississippi;Ray LaMontagne, God

Willin' & The Creek Don't Rise

Sound advice: "The hi-hat is no longer a sta-

ole in the drumset for me. lt's more a color or a

special effect. That's one thing I highly encour-

age people to explore. lt actually is a beautiful
instrument when it's used that way."

CHRIS PENNIE

Select discography: Dillinger
Escape PIan, Dillinger Escope

Plan, Calculating lnfinity, Miss

Machine; Coheed And Cambria,

Yeor OfThe Block Rainbow;

Return To Earth, Automato
Sound advice: "A computer that's powerful

enough to run a DAW like Cubase or Pro Tools,

plus a couple of mics, is all you need to get

into the game. You'll start to realize right away

that even with the minimal amount of gear

you have, there are infinite ways to capture
your performance."
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